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At small length scales, perhaps no material is more industrially important than silicon. It enabled the information 
age, and micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) made of silicon are increasingly integrated into our daily 
lives via smartphones. Classically, silicon is known as a brittle material, whose sharp brittle-ductile transition 
(BDT) occurs within a matter of one or two degrees Celsius at a temperature between 500 and 800 °C 
depending on the microstructure, strain rate, and crystal orientation [1]. However, recent advances in sample 
miniturization has revealed that plastic compressive deformation can occur in silicon at room temperature if the 
sample size is reduced below 400 nm [2]. This raised the question of whether silicon’s intrinsic fracture 
toughness also changed at reduced length scales. The development of many new micro-geometries for 
measurement of fracture toughness  allowed this question to be comprehensively answered for the micron 
length scale – with the answer being no [3]. However, this didn’t necessitate that the BDT was unaffected.  
 
A recent study [4] using the notched 
single cantilever beam geometry 
revealed that a gradual increase in 
toughness, KC, was observed with 
temperature, rather than a sharp 
BDT. A subsequent study using the 
double-cantilever geometry observed 
a similar trend [5]. Furthermore, the 
crack morphologies were observed 
to vary significantly as a function of 
temperature, particularly within the 
range of 300-400 °C. In this range, 
large amounts of crack branching 
and notch blunting were observed, 
along with accompanying multiple 
drops in the load during beam 
bending.  
 
To investigate this phenomenon in greater detail, the pillar splitting geometry was employed in combination with 
lithographically produced silicon pillars to remove both the effects of focused ion beam (FIB) damage and the 
limitation of sample fabrication time using FIB. This allowed much finer temperature increments to be studied 
over a temperature range from -90 to 300 °C. In this geometry, the crack blunting becomes even more 
pronounced in this temperature range, causing pillars to transition from splitting to cleavage and finally to 
compressive brittle failure with increasing temperature - Figure 2. A transition in toughening was observed to 
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Figure 1 – Fracture morphology of [100] Silicon pillars vs. temperature. 
